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Jbl horizon manual em portugues

JBLHORIZONPTO Features the JBL Horizon watch radio that starts its day with JBL stereo sound to fill a room, enriched by the multi-sensory ambient brightness of LED lights. Horizon has two separate customizable alarms for you or your partner. Wake up to one of the three original digital alarm tones, the FM station of your choice, music from your smartphone via Bluetooth or a
traditional alarm. It comes with five programmable FM radio presets, and you can also stream music wirelessly from any Bluetooth phone or tablet. Horizon has a compact design suitable for positioning on any bedside table or kitchen. The watch's LCD display has a light sensor that automatically adjusts the brightness according to the environment. Two USB ports can charge your
devices, including smartphones and tablets. Radio Multisensor Clock Highlights with LED Light Two independent alarms for you and your company. Alarm option for digital tones, FM radio, music transmitted by other Bluetooth equipment or traditional buzzer. Led ambient light allows a gentle awakening. The brightness of the LCD display automatically adapts to ambient lighting.
JBL Stereo sound sound with richness, to fill the environment with compact equipment. Enjoy jbl sound both as an alarm clock and as a Bluetooth speaker. Send via Bluetooth Send your music wirelessly via Bluetooth compatible with all smart devices. USB chargingTwo USB ports allow fast charging for up to two devices. Eye-catching and compact design Rounded lines and
compact shape complete any decoration The soft, rubberized finish is an invitation to touch Available in black and white. FM radio Up to 5 radio programs. Features Alarm RadioConnection: 2 USBBluetooth 4.1 Ports Automatic Digital Tuning: FMFunction Snooze Technical SpecificationsTemplate: JBL HORIZONCor: Black Total Audio Power: 10 W (2 x 5 W)) EAN: 69252
81901249Arresta: 12 months Unpackaged product size and weight (AxLxP): 180x150x120 mmPackaged product size (AxLxP): 225 x192x156 mm Weight of the product without packaging: 0.8 KgMassage of the product with packaging : 1.2 KgElements includingRadio Watch JBL HorizonPower Cable Instruction Manual WARRANTY Certificate ESFRS LZHENESENZ
HZHZHZHFIDESVNLPage 2 ESFRSLZHENESENZHZHzHFIDESVNLPage 3 ESFRSLZHENESENZHZHFIDESVL Bluetooth is a form of wirelessly exchanging data between electronic devices via radio waves. The distance between the two data exchange devices may not, in most cases, exceed ten metres. Page 2O Bluetooth is a way to wirelessly exchange data between
electronic devices via radio waves. The the two devices that exchange data may not, in most cases, be more than ten meters. Page 3O Bluetooth is a way to wirelessly exchange data between electronic devices via radio waves. The distance between the two data exchange devices may not, in most cases, exceed ten metres. JBL Horizon is a Bluetooth watch radio with stereo
audio from JBL. The device can be used both as an alarm clock and for FM radio tuning, as well as working as an audio box for mobile phones and other devices with Bluetooth connectivity. The device attracts attention with visual use and proposed very different from the traditional models of the manufacturer. The box is on sale in Brazil for prices starting at R$639, according to
Compare TechTudo. Check out more horizon details below and find out if it's a good buying option for you. Bluetooth speaker: five tips for better use Size: 15 cm x 18 cm x 12 cmFish: 890 gramsColors: black or whiteConnectivity: Bluetooth, USB, 3.5 mm, TUNER FMPower: 2 x 5 Watt RMSTransducers: 2 x 45 mmVoltage: 3 JBL Horizon bivolt 1 has digital clock and FM tuner —
Photo: Disclosure/JBL JBL Horizon has digital clock and FM tuner — Photo: Disclosure/JBL JBL The JBL Horizon has a compact design that should match any environment well. The box is round in shape and features an LCD screen for time display and other relevant information. The arc around the display is occupied by the device's speakers. Unlike other JBL models, Horizon
is not a portable accessory, but a product made to stay in a fixed place. For this reason, the device lacks some advantages present in conventional boxes, such as water resistance. Compact, horizon has a power of 2 x 5 Watt RMS, little to pack a party, for example. Despite this, it should be strong enough to listen to music inside a room, following the proposal to work in a single
environment. The box has two transducers 45 mm in diameter each, in a system that has a response frequency range from 70 Hz to 20 kHz. This spectrum should not provide highly defined bass, but medium and acute can please. In both cases, the most demanding users may prefer models with other usage proposals. 2 of 3 Horizon is not as portable as a conventional box: the
clock radio must be connected at all times — Photos: Disclosure/ JBL Horizon is not portable as a conventional case: the clock radio must be connected at all times — Photo: Disclosure/JBL A JBL Horizon differential in front of other JBL wireless speakers is the presence of an FM radio tuner. In this way, it is listen to the broadcasters in the region and use a as the sound of the
alarm clock, for example. This touch can also be chosen from sounds saved in the box itself or on your phone, via Bluetooth. According to the manufacturer, you can set alarms with different touches for more than one person in the house. The LED screen also brings an interesting function when the alarm rings: the lights change to attract attention and help the user get up on site.
A highlight is the ability to charge other devices through the USB port in Horizon. 3 of 3 Horizon also has a sleep button to ensure those extra five minutes - Photos: Disclosure/JBL Horizon even has a sleep button to ensure those extra five minutes - Photos: Disclosure/JBL As it is a watch radio, JBL Horizon is designed to stay most of the time in the socket, installed on the
nightstand, for example. The device has a battery that is activated only in case of power outage, also for this reason, the manufacturer does not inform the autonomy of the box. The JBL box costs R$739 in the brand's official store, but can be found for from R$639 in national ecommerce, according to Compare TechTudo. The product can compete indirectly with models such as
JBL Charge 3, which has a minimum value of R$522, according to the price comparator. Despite this, the rival is more traditional and has no features such as radio, alarm and LCD display to show the time. When it comes to power, JBL Horizon offers box-like quality such as JBL Go or Sony XB10, input devices with 3 Watt RMS power and 10 Watt RMS, respectively. These
models also do not carry all their own features of the radio clock, but they can be buying options for those looking for a simple and small audio box. Costs range from R$134 in the online marketplace, while Sony's speaker starts for at least R$252, according to Compare TechTudo. TechTudo.
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